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Text Recognition for Adobe Illustrator

- A new plug-in to convert contourized text back into live editable text, making it a lot faster to make text corrections on packaging artwork

- Text Recognition is available as a new plug-in via perpetual and subscription licensing
Text Recognition for Adobe Illustrator

- Start by selecting the outlined text that you want to convert to live text.

- In the Text Recognition palette, select the Text orientation and language for the best result.
  
  TIP: Use the language with most accents or special characters in case of mixed languages.

- Click “Convert to Live Text”
Text Recognition for Adobe Illustrator

- Text Recognition searches your locally installed fonts for the best matching fonts, and shows the text converted to the top matching font.
  - Select another font from the list to see the converted text using that font.
- Use “highlight differences” to see characters that are not correctly converted.
Text Recognition for Adobe Illustrator

- You can correct characters that were not properly recognized and use the “Re-align Text” button to align the corrected text with the original outlined text.

- Click the “Clean Up & Finish” button once you’re happy with the result. This will remove the original outline from the document, leaving you with a live text object that you can edit as needed.